Kindergarten
Campers
Reading
We are almost finished with our Alphabet Boot
Camp! Our letters for this week are: Xx, Yy, and
Zz...Our sight words are for, me, and with. Please
practice these words/letters daily. Also this
week, we are focusing on the characters and the
settings of stories. Characters are the people or
animals in the story. The setting is where and
when the story takes place. The author and
illustrator are other elements of books that we
discuss.

Grammar
CVC (consonant vowel consonant) words will
begin to be our focus. We will also start to put the
CVC (dog) words and sight words together. As we
do this phrases and sentence will be formed.

Spelling
We would like for all students to be able to spell
their first names correctly and be working on their
last name. If your child is not able to do this,
please practice this at home. Sight words are also
words that students need to begin trying to spell
correctly.
Sight Words:
am, I, the, a, like, to, have, he, is, make, may,
my, blue, red, orange, brown, yellow, for, me,
with.
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Math
Skills- ten frames
Monday- ten frames
Tuesday- ten frames
Wednesday- no school –eLearning
Thursday- ten frames
Friday- ten frames

Science/Soc. St./ Health
We will continue with our
Weekly Reader topics.
HAPPY Birthday to Anna-Marie (11th),
Asher Long (15th), and Nova Hummer
(17th).

September Character Trait

Perseverance

Parent Zone
*All dates and assignments are subject to change!
*September 18- eLearning Day….No school
*September 20-Fall Pictures
*
September 23-27 Book Fair
*September 25- Child Safety Presentations
* October 1- Picture Retakes
October 4- CCE Fish Fry 4:00-7:30
*Please continue to review skills at home. We appreciate all of your help!
* Thank you for the snacks and drinks that have been sent in so for this year! We appreciate it.
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We are
now well stocked on snacks, but could always use drinks.  THANKS SO MUCH


